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DEA | Value Proposition

Harness the power of custom coding
without writing a single line of code
with the Data Element Assistant (DEA).

DEA | Extension Description

The Data Element Assistant provides an easy-to-use
interface with four commonly used operations.

✓ Perform simple math.
✓ Combine pieces of data.
✓ Extract pieces of data.
✓ Evaluate a conditional sequence.
The extension allows data elements to quickly be
created without custom coding.

DEA | Target Users | Personas
Helpful Hunter
● Summer intern on the Analytics Implementation Team.
● Tasked with creating data elements from the website’s new dataLayer.
Personalization Parker
● Senior product manager who claims to have taken a college-level coding class.
● Needs to send product detail data to the newest personalization tool.

DEA | Target Users | Personas
Survey Sawyer
● The Consumer Insight Team finally received the additional funding needed for
the more robust version of its voice-of-consumer platform!
● The team’s go-getter Sawyer is on a mission to show value as soon as
possible, madly creating data elements to trigger the most precise surveys.
Marketing Miller
● Junior marketing team member who “just” needs one more piece of data for a
pixel to support the new big-budget campaign…that launched 2 hours ago!

DEA | Target Users | Personas
Performance Peyton
● The site performance manager who bet the CFO that a 2% decrease in page
load time will produce a 10% increase in revenue.
● Just realized that the monitoring tool automatically updated and now needs
performance data sent to the tool in a different format.
Technical Taylor
● Wise developer who has done it all from COBOL to Scala to Node.
● Still realizes that sometimes a user-friendly extension is just as powerful and
less time-consuming than crafting custom code in Sublime.

DEA | User Benefits
Transform granular pieces of data into meaningful data elements to power
marketing technologies, populate beacon values, and trigger logic in Launch.
Helpful transformations could include:
● Concatenate multiple pieces of data to create a page name to send in the
analytics call or trigger a specific voice-of-the-consumer survey.
● Select specific product data from an array to send to Adobe Analytics, Adobe
Audience Manager, or other analytics and marketing tools.
● Multiply units purchased by the base price to pass the total price paid to
marketing beacons.

DEA | Feature Set
Calculate
● Add, subtract, multiply or divide two numeric data elements.
Concatenate
● Provide two or more pieces of data (data element, array, object).
● Select one or more delimiters.
● Optionally apply if-then logic to each piece of data.
Extract
● Provide the array or object containing the data.
● Select the position of the desired piece of data or the attribute (key) name.
Sequence
● Return the first defined data element from a set of conditions.

DEA | Mockups

DEA | Mockup | Install Extension

Instructions
To install the Data Element Assistant, simply click the Save button. No configuration is needed
to start using this helpful extension!
Once installed, the Data Element Assistant is found within the Data Elements section of Launch.
When creating a new Data Element or modifying an existing one, simply select "Data Element
Assistant" from the Extension drop-down.

How It Works

The Data Element Assistant
provides an easy-to-use
interface for performing
simple math, combining data,
extracting data, and
identifying a sequence
without writing a single line of
custom code.

After installing the Data Element Assistant extension, you will see it as an option when creating
a Data Element.

The Data
Element
Assistant
does not
require any
special
configuration
when first
installing.

DEA | Mockup | Data Element
Once installed, the Data
Element Assistant is an
available option within
the Data Element tab.

DEA | Mockup | Calculate
How It Works
1) Select two existing
data elements.
2) Choose the simple math
operator: addition,
subtraction, multiplication,
division.
3) Define the format:
percent, decimal, currency,
time.
End Result
A new mathematically
derived data element
is created!

DEA | Mockup | Concatenate
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siteSubSection
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Sample Output: %siteSection%_webAnalytics.siteSubSection|navigationList[3]

How It Works
1) Select the delimiter to use: at
the beginning (optional), between
data elements, at the end
(optional). Able to mix-and-match
delimiters.
2) Provide the location of the
data: data element, object, array.
3) Click Advanced to apply if-then
logic to a piece of data (optional).
4) Click Add to continue to
append data.
End Result
A new combined data element
is created!

DEA | Mockup | Concatenate Advanced
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Sample Output: %siteSection%_webAnalytics.siteSubSection|navigationList[3]

Advanced If-Then Logic
If the selected piece of data
matches the specified value
(contains, exact match, starts with,
ends with, does not exist, regex), then
use the value entered in the text box.
Example
● If the %siteSection% data
element starts with hp_ then use
Home Page as the value.
● Else if the %siteSection% data
element exactly matches
PRODUCT then use Product
Page.
● Otherwise, use the value that the
%siteSection% data element
contains.

DEA | Mockup | Extract
How It Works
1) Select if the data is in an
array or an object.
2) Provide the array name
or the attribute (key) name.
3) For arrays, provide the
position of the desired
piece of data.
End Result
A new specific data
element is created!

DEA | Mockup | Sequence
How It Works
1) Select a data element.
2) If that data element
exists, it will be used.
3) Else, the next selected
data element is evaluated.
4) If the next data element
exists, it will be used.
5) Steps 3 and 4 are
repeated for each provided
data element.
End Result
A new hierarchical data
element is created!

About Evolytics
Our mission is to inspire people to use data in ways that make a difference in the world. We are passionate
about helping global brands develop analytics capabilities that increase revenue, increase operational
efficiencies, and increase customer satisfaction – all while nurturing innovation.
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Founded in 2005 with a focus on measurement and
performance optimization.
Team of 30 business- and technical-oriented analysts.
100+ combined years of Adobe Experience Cloud
expertise.
Headquartered in the Kansas City, Missouri metro area.

The world’s most recognized and respected brands trust Evolytics with their digital analytics and
measurement initiatives.

